CONTEMPORARY FLORAL DESIGN WORKSHOPS
‘Autumn - Winter 2018’

@ ANN TOWNEND HALL, CHURCH END (Twyning) GL20 6DA

MORNING SESSION
EVENING SESSION

09.45 - 12.00
6.45 - 9pm

SPECIAL WORKSHOP

Wed. 15
AUGUST
*(LARGE BOWL)

‘GLADIOLI & GRASSES’

Wed. 29
AUGUST
*(SMALL BOWL)

‘IVY NEST WITH ROSES’

Wed. 12
SEPTEMBER
*(LARGE BOWL)

‘BOWL OF FLORAL SUNSHINE!’

Wed. 26
SEPTEMBER
*(LARGE OVAL DISH)

‘STRELITZIA JUNGLE’ (Bird of Paradise)

Wed. 10
OCTOBER
*(SMALL BOAT)

‘WILD WEB OF AUTUMN COLOUR’

Wed. 31
OCTOBER
*(LARGE OVAL DISH)

‘GRASSY PLANES’

£40.00

A ‘SPECIAL WORKSHOP’ at the regular price... a large design with colourful Gladioli in a
large lead-look bowl. A variety of ornamental grasses will soften the look and a mix of
garden foliage will add texture and interest (feel free to bring a few bits of your own).
Multi-coloured has never looked so stylish.

£40.00

Trails of ivy will be woven to create a tangled nest. Inside we will arrange lush Roses along
with soft romantic flowers in shades of blue, purple, pink and lilac to accentuate this
classic English combination.

£40.00

A low bouquet-type of arrangement of smiling sunflowers... lots of varieties! Pale green
Lisianthus, Camomile and Oats will highlight the season and add further sunny accents to
this bowl of floral sunshine!

SPECIAL WORKSHOP

£45.00

This elegant design will present these stunning flowers in an altogether different way....
amongst its’ own striking leaves. Further jungle greens with native orange and blue flora will
add vibrant accents to this tropical spectacle!

£40.00

A ‘floating’ web of twigs will create the drama in this design. Colourful and rich autumn
flowers/colours will usher in the season, whilst berries, fruits and leaves add the accents.
(very different to what we have made before)

SPECIAL WORKSHOP

£45.00

A very contemporary and striking design featuring panels of Lily and China grass and
contrasted with Phormium leaves. Striking white flowers will be arranged to their full effect
against these designer backdrops.

**********
Many of you have the containers SMALL BOWL, LARGE BOWL, LARGE OVAL DISH & SMALL BOAT
(as pictured below). If you do not have the containers or wish to have an additional one, the cost is £5.00 per
container
PLEASE INFORM HANS IF YOU NEED A CONTAINER WHEN BOOKING

PLEASE INFORM HANS IF YOU NEED A CONTAINER WHEN BOOKING

SMALL BOWL
28cm (w) x 7.5cm (h)
11” (w) x 3” (h)

LARGE BOWL
35cm (w) x 9cm (h)
14” (w) x 3” (h)

LARGE OVAL DISH
50cm (l) x 21cm (w) x 6.5cm (h)
20” (l) x 8” (w) x 2.5” (h)

SMALL BOAT
39cm (l) x 9.5cm (h)
15.5” (l) x 3.75” (h)

